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ALONGSIDE OFFICIAL MUSIC VIDEO 
 

LISTEN HERE 
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SECOND ALBUM PORCELAINE 
AVAILABLE DECEMBER 20 

 
Dual State will release their new track “Porcelaine” alongside the official music video on              
October 11. “Porcelaine” marks the first song the band are sharing from their forthcoming              

album “Porcelaine”, set for release on December 20. The song, produced by Eliott Tordo at               

Sun Tzu Records, will be available on all streaming platforms. The music video will be               

available October 11 at 5pm (GMT+1) on YouTube at this link. 

 

The lyrics explore the impact of social pressure through the allegory of porcelain; a material               

beautiful and flawless, yet hollow and fragile. Oscillating between self doubt, emancipation            

and euphoria, “Porcelaine” melds rap, rock and electro in a unique blend of cathartic pop. 

 

The music video, directed by French underground video production house Le Donjon, keeps             

with the theme of the lyrics by portraying the isolation, then liberation felt by the singer at a                  

dysfunctional house party. 

https://soundcloud.com/dualstate/porcelaine/s-FSmb9?in=dualstate/sets/dual-state-porcelaine/s-gg6fW
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9PcLwF_wBk
https://youtu.be/_9PcLwF_wBk


With roots spreading from London to Paris and Dublin to Berlin, Dual State is the union of 5                  

childhood friends in the town of Grenoble, France. Their music is the product of a rich                

cultural environment that transcends both states and borders.  

Their first album Golden Times, released in 2017 under the band name Atlas, was heavily               

influenced by their Brit pop and Anglo-Saxon origins. Its success gained them popularity             

locally and legitimacy through live performances alongside French artists such as Hoshi and             

Therapie Taxi. 

Over the last 2 years, the band’s sound has gained sophistication as they increasingly              

experiment with different genres. Influenced by the French electro and hip-hop scene, yet             

conserving their pop undertone, Atlas morphed into Dual State late 2018. This new name              

conveys the duality of their origins, influences and states of mind. Their music channels the               

many facets of youth - its melancholy, its angst and its euphoria - into a sound that is                  

ethereal and yet emotionally charged.  
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